Edge finders optical 3D

Edge finders optical 3D

Edge finder 3D: developed by us - produced only by us.
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Probing accuracy
<= 0.0004 Inch

Function:
If a conductive workpiece and the
probing ball touch (within the
axis X, Y and Z), the electrical
circuit gets closed and a LED signal appears.

3D version:
Probing in X, Y and Z

Application:
For accurate zero point determination and
bore centers to the spindle with an accuracy
of probing smaller than 0.0004“.

When the LED signal appears, the
workpiece‘s edge is reached with
a distance of 0.2“ (= radius of
probing ball Ø0.4“).

Please note:
Protection against humidity is essential for
the edge finder due to the built-in electronical components.

In Z axis, the reference length
has to be measured and taken
into account respectively.

Delivery includes:
Edge finder with serial number and test certificate in a plastic case.
Probing X/Y axis

Probing X/Y axis

Pass over

Probing Z axis

Article-No. Description

Shank

Length

Ball

Battery

001032I00

Ø3/4“

approx. 4,2“

Ø0.4“

12V-Type 23A

Edge finder 3D

Edge finder optical 2D
Application 2D: works only in X & Y - axis
Article-No. Description

Shank

Length

Ball

Battery

001022I00

Ø3/4“

approx. 3,7“

Ø0.4“

12V-Type 23A

Edge finder 2D

Please note: Edge finder 2D is also available as low-cost ECO-Version)

Zero setter mech. Micro

Zero setter mech. Micro
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New development:
4 Inch - handy - Micro

with

Simple adjustment:
- Push tester
- Small indicator at -2
- Turn scale for large indicator to 0
- Ready!
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Micro tools:
We even measured milling tools with
Ø0,004“ without any problems.

Application:
To determine the position of workpiece surfaces or tool lengths in Z-direction
at milling machines or lathes. The zero setter is placed on the workpiece. The
spindle has to be moved carefully onto the tracer until the dial gauge indicates „0“. The reference dimension 4 Inch to the workpiece has been reached. A
safety spring range of max. 0,075“ is included.
Type:
To allow an additional lateral mounting, a zero setter with built-in magnets
is also available.
Delivery includes:
Zero setter with serial number and test certificate in a wooden case.

Article-No. Description

Body

Tester

00240004I

Zero setter Micro 4 Inch

Ø2,15“

Ø1,65“

00240204I

Zero setter Micro 4 Inch (Magnet)

Ø2,15“

Ø1,65“

002UM0100

Spare dial gauge for zero setter Micro

Micro 100 mm

TSCHORN 4.0

MINIflex

clamping extensions

turning

optical

die holder

bar gripper

assembly system

Clamping Tools

50 mm
collets

saw blades

workpiece stopper

DREHplus

SAVEplus

VIplus

SLIMplus

3D-Tester

clamping bolts

dies

saw blade holders

Edge finders optical / acoustic
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optical 2D

coaxial indicator

CENTREplus coaxial indicator
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Precision 3D

Edge finder mechanical
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